POLYGAMY	3*3
Englishman and only residing in Turkey and under Mahometan law
accidentally and temporarily, and because he marries with a view of
being a married man and having a wife in England and for English
purposes; consequently the incidents and effects, nay, the very nature
and essence, must be ascertained by the English and not by the Turkish
law.'1
In more recent years. Denning L.J., as he then was, pursued
much the same line of reasoning when dealing specifically with
the case where a person whose lex domicilii recognizes only
monogamy marries another whose lex domicilii is founded on
monogamy.
'When an Englishwoman marries a man of a polygamous race at a
register office in England intending to set up home heref the substantial
validity of the marriage, as well as its formal validity, depends on the
'^ an d no ton th e personal, jaw of .the Ji us baa4 - It
,
is a condition of the marriage that it should be monogamous. Suppose
that the couple afterwards change their minds and go to live in the
husband's homeland and he takes to himself another wife, as he may
lawfully do there; the English wife cannot sue for divorce in England.
She must bring her suit ir^hj^jiomdknd, but she cannot succeed in it
because polygamy is there permitted. Has she then no remedy ? I say she
clearly has a remedy in our courts. It was a condition of the marriage,
imported by her personal law, and accepted by him, that the man should
not take to himself another wife during the lifetime of the first. When
the man took a second wife, that condition was broken and the marriage
was voidable at her instance in our courts for failure of the condition.
4Now take a case where an Englishwoman domiciled here marries
a man of a polygamous race in his homeland by the ceremonies of his
country, intending to live with him there^ well knowing that she is entering
into a marriage that is potentially polygamous'.7- the substantial validity of
that marriage depends on the personal law of the husband and not on
the personal law of the wife.3 The marriage is valid by the law of that
country and is, I should have thought, valid here. There was no con-
dition of the marriage that it should be monogamous. If he in his own
country takes to himself another wife, the English wife cannot com-
plain. She could not ask in these courts for the marriage to be avoided.
So also, if she while in England^ marries a man of a polygamous racey in-
tending to go to live with him in his homeland^ knowing what marriage
means in that country^ there would be no condition that it should be mono-
gamous^ and the marriage would not be made on that basis? and she could
not complain if he there took another wife.4 In re Bethell* supports
1	Warrender v. Warrender (i 83 5), 2 Cl. & F. 488, 535.
2	Italics supplied.	3 Such a case was Risk v. Risk, [1951] P. 50,
4 These words were evidently not cited to Barnard J. in Maker v. Maker,
[1951] 2 All E.R. 37.	* (1887), 38 ChJ>. 220.

